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Alliance University is a Private University established in Karnataka State by Act No.34 of year 2010. The 

University is jointly recognized by the University Grants Commission (UGC) and the All India Council for 

Technical Education (AICTE), New Delhi.

Alliance University is a renowned university of higher learning located on an extensive state-of-the-art 

campus in Bengaluru offering a variety of degree courses. The University has baccalaureate concentrations, 

postgraduate offerings, doctoral degree programs and several professional certificate programs.

Alliance University aspires to be among the best universities in the world by the year 2025 through a series of 

strategically crafted moves, precisely calibrated action plans and an unwavering commitment to the pursuit of 

excellence.

The ambience and serenity of a world-class infrastructure housed in a ‘green’ campus; faculty who have 

proven themselves in their respective fields by providing an excellent blend of rigor and relevance in their 

teachings; staff who are ever ready to reach out; robust industry interactions; research aimed at solving 

problems of the real world; a plethora of international collaborative arrangements; outreach activities that 

touch the lives of a wide cross section of society; an exemplary track record in career counselling and 

placement facilitation—combine to provide a rare synergy to their hearts with passion and confidence.

Alliance University
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Alliance University is a Private University established in Karnataka State by Act No.34 of 2010. The 

University is jointly recognized by the University Grants Commission (UGC) and the All India Council 

for Technical Education (AICTE), New Delhi.

Alliance University was named the Best Private University of the Year 2014 by the Associated 

Chambers of Commerce and Industry (ASSOCHAM) of India, New Delhi.                                                                                                       

Alliance University is a renowned university of higher learning located on an extensive state-of-the-art 

campus in Bengaluru offering a variety of degree courses. The University has baccalaureate 

concentrations, postgraduate offerings, doctoral degree programs and several professional certificate 

programs.

Alliance University aspires to be among the best universities in the world by the year 2025 through a 

series of strategically crafted moves, precisely calibrated action plans and an unwavering commitment 

to the pursuit of excellence.

Its oldest professional school-Alliance School of Business-is consistently ranked among the top ten 

private business schools in India by various ranking agencies. The University has already established 

Alliance College of Engineering and Design, Alliance School of Law, Alliance Ascent College, 

Department of Continuing Education, and Department of Performing Arts, and is in the process of 

establishing many other prominent academic units, viz., Alliance College of Arts and Humanities; 

Alliance College of Science, Alliance College of Medicine and Dentistry; Alliance College of Education 

and Human Services; Alliance School of Health Sciences; and Alliance College of Media and 

Communications.

The ambience and serenity of a world-class infrastructure housed in a 'green’ campus; faculty who have 

proven themselves in their respective fields by providing an excellent blend of rigor and relevance in 

their teachings; staff who are ever ready to reach out; robust industry interactions; research aimed at 

solving problems of the real world; a plethora of international collaborative arrangements; outreach 

activities that touch the lives of a wide cross section of society; an exemplary track record in career 

counseling and placement facilitation-all these combine to provide a rare synergy that transcends 

artificial barriers and enables students to follow their hearts with passion and confidence.

The University shall:

 Pursue excellence in teaching, learning and 

scholarship.

 Prepare students for leadership through 

enlightened learning partnerships with faculty 

mentors and the community.

 Support faculty and other scholars in pursuing 

world-class research: clinical, theoretical, empirical, 

experiential and foster creative endeavor.

 Develop mastery of disciplines and professions and 

instill confidence among its key constituents in 

their application for a future of meaningful pursuits 

and productive work in the service of humanity.

 Channelize faculty and student talent for 

professionally-related service to the University, the 

community and society at large.

To be a world-class University that nurtures talent and 

catalytically transforms the lives of millions through 

excellence in teaching, research, service and 

community development. To uphold a commitment to 

shaping lives through scholarly teaching and learning, 

and that which contributes to an equitable and holistic 

transformation of society at large.

Vision

To create and sustain a community of lifelong learners 

in an environment that emphasizes literacy, critical 

thinking and humanistic and scientific inquiry. The 

University shall provide a dynamic, challenging and 

ethical environment for pursuing high quality teaching, 

research, learning and service across all areas of the 

University, where students, faculty and other key 

constituents can interact, collaborate, and partner 

with the global community for the creation and 

dissemination of knowledge and transform the lives of 

people through innovation and excellence in higher 

education.

Mission
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Officers of the University

 The Visitor

 (His Excellency the Governor of the State of Karnataka)

 The Pro-Visitor 

 (Honorable Minister for Higher Education, the State of Karnataka)

 The Chancellor

 The Vice-Chancellor

 The Pro Vice-Chancellor

 The Registrar

  Deans of Faculties

 The Finance Officer
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Prof. Sudhir G. Angur
B. Tech. (IIT-B); PGDM (IIM-A)
Chancellor
Alliance University

Message from the 
Chancellor

To the generation that beholds the future

I welcome you to experience an amazing destination where education is the institution and not merely 

another formal learning exercise. In each student of ours we see and we cultivate the leader who reckons to, if 

not excel, and be an exemplary individual in varied areas. Our graduates have not just been the better 

managers from our business school or engineers from our engineering college or even lawyers from our law 

school, but have earned the reputation as artists, entrepreneurs, philanthropists, educators, bureaucrats, 

politicians, soldiers, and dreamers.

Alliance University epitomizes the very meaning of bringing together generations of learned and talented 

individuals on a single platform; be it in the teacher of the class or the participant. Today, when we are 

surrounded by swanky buildings, glitzy gadgets, powerful automobiles and materialistic mindsets, at Alliance 

University, we intend to stick to our roots of being old school, yet contemporary, helping us shape individuals 

who value simple ideas of life. Our humility comes from our diversely and vastly experienced faculty group. 

We are guided by principles that define the core of education resulting in outcomes that are testified by the 

thousands of our alumni spread across the globe.

As you turn pages of this booklet, you will be brought closer to what we have built for the young generations 

that see education as a purpose, and not just a medium to high flying careers. I simply do not mean to highlight 

the infrastructure, but we have built a world in Alliance that is and has been integral to many young minds. We 

have built generations of learners and an ecosystem that touches every aspect of life, helping us shape 

graduates into assets for the fields and organizations they get associated with. In our research orientation and 

in our industry connect, lie great strength that becomes instrumental in helping students make a fruitful 

transformation into successful professionals.

I invite you to interact with our students and graduates in varied professions in the near future, and I am sure 

you will appreciate their lineage of having been among the generations that passed through the portals of 

Alliance. We can elaborate on the laurels that have been brought by each individual associated with Alliance 

University, but it is you who would behold the future of this great institution and the world around it.

Along with a team of scholars, researchers, innovators, I look forward to seeing you as a part of our family and 

shapers of the society at large.
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B.A. LL.B. (Hons.)

B.B.A. LL.B. (Hons.)

LL. M.

Ph.D. in Law

Academic Units
Alliance University with a vibrant and picturesque campus in Bengaluru—the fastest growing city in 

India—offers more than 20 undergraduate and postgraduate majors to approximately 7,000 students of 

diverse backgrounds. Alliance education, defined by excellence in the areas of Business Administration; 

Engineering; Legal Studies and guided by the core values of the University, has shaped the lives of over 20,000 

very successful alumni across the globe.

ALLIANCE 

SCHOOL

OF BUSINESS

BBA

MBA

PGDM

Executive PGDM

Ph.D. in Management

DEPARTMENT 

OF 

COMMERCE

B. Com. (Hons.)

M. Com.

ALLIANCE 

COLLEGE OF

ENGINEERING 

AND DESIGN

ALLIANCE 

SCHOOL 

OF LAW

ALLIANCE

ASCENT 

COLLEGE

MBAB. Tech. 

M. Tech. 

Ph.D. in Engineering and Sciences
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Alliance School of Business has carved a niche for itself among the best B-Schools in the country having been 

ranked consistently among the top B-Schools and for being the first Indian B-School to be accredited by the 

International Assembly for Collegiate Business Education (IACBE), USA. Alliance School of Business enjoys 

high-level of recruiter satisfaction from recruiting partners. Top brands and companies consistently recruit 

from the B-School and visit more than once a year, in search of exceptional talent from among its graduates. It 

has an excellent array of international collaborative arrangements with reputed universities and business 

schools that enable student and faculty exchanges, paving the way for a unique multicultural and eclectic 

experience. Its innovatively crafted courses manifest strong emphasis on entrepreneurship, key management 

skills and techniques, technological impact on commerce and transpiring markets, as well as, lively ethical 

concern towards managing business in rapidly evolving environments. Programs offered also aim at molding 

students into socially responsible citizens, in addition to being efficient global business leaders. 

Alliance School of Business

The Department of Commerce of the Alliance School of Business, Alliance University, believes in the ideology 

of the University and offers degree courses, both at the undergraduate and postgraduate levels that seek to 

build and nurture students equipped with strong academic as well as effective diversity skills. The graduates 

of these courses gain in-depth expertise in commerce, finance, taxation, accountancy and other related 

disciplines.

The innovatively crafted courses of the Department of Commerce instill in graduates a high-level of integrity 

and professionalism while preparing them for rewarding and fulfilling careers in banking, finance, insurance, 

auditing, taxation and business management.

Department of Commerce

The Alliance College of Engineering and Design has been built on a strong foundation of achieving 

technological development through a curriculum that places a high emphasis on the design aspects of 

engineering by developing design professionals who are passionate and creative problem-solvers, and who 

possess strong multi-disciplinary fundamentals that are combined with a keen sense of aesthetics. Real-

world, industry-driven internships and project work; centers of excellence and incubation for cutting-edge 

research and development; and learning outcomes aligned with the criteria outlined by the Accreditation 

Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET), USA—the Alliance College of Engineering and Design provides 

unparalleled opportunities for graduates to pursue technological education with passion and confidence.

Alliance College of Engineering and Design

Alliance School of Law, Alliance University is approved by the Bar Council of India (BCI), New Delhi. The CSR – 

GHRDC Law School Survey, 2018, has ranked Alliance School of Law as the 11�� Best Law School for 

Outstanding Excellence. The school offers programs that have been designed to prepare its graduates for a 

rewarding career in various roles and responsibilities in legal service organizations. The pedagogy and 

curriculum at Alliance School of Law have been carefully crafted to include techniques such as simulation and 

live client based teaching so as to instill among the graduates a strong subject matter expertise in law and legal 

institutions, justice and governance as well as demonstrable skills of legal counsel and professional 

argumentation.

Alliance School of Law
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Alliance Ascent College
Alliance Ascent College, a constituent college of Alliance University, provides a high quality academic 

environment with dedicated teaching staff and recognized strength in applied research underpinned by an 

outstanding support of the University. The institution aims to become a premier college with state-of-the-art 

facilities, providing world-class education, training and research in the areas of business and management. 

The objective is to provide students with the knowledge and skills to become successful business leaders as 

well as responsible social stewards. Alliance Ascent College prides itself on rigorous and relevant curriculum 

designed to train young professionals to be responsive to the demands of society in a dynamic milieu. 

The Master of Business Administration (MBA) course at Alliance Ascent College equips its graduates with a 

repertoire of analytical, decision-making, technical, interpersonal and technological skills to prepare them for 

the challenging environment. Through their involvement in the Mentorship Program, Business Plan 

Competitions, Field Based Projects and Ascent Executive Speaker Series, students learn from the knowledge 

and guidance of experienced business leaders. 

The College is located in a vibrant city and global business hub - Bengaluru - the college offers necessary 

infrastructure, outstanding student support and a friendly, cosmopolitan environment to live, study and work.

Intellectual Capital

Alliance Ascent College has some of the finest faculty-each one a specialist in a chosen field. Besides 

developing an emphasis on critical thinking and leadership, the faculty strive to bring innovation in the 

learning process through the use of global and Indian cases, experiential learning projects, role-plays, and 

many other such value-added pedagogical tools that enhance the rigor and relevance of the curriculum. 

The intellectual capital at Alliance Ascent College also draws upon the depth of practitioner experience and 

insights by ensuring that industry experts participate in the design of a contemporary and forward looking 

curriculum. Above all, the faculty ventures beyond prescribed roles to ensure that the graduates are made 

market ready, and mentored to success. 
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Master of Business Administration (MBA)
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Master of Business Administration (MBA)
The two-year, full-time Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree course follows a rigorous, relevant, 

contemporary and progressive curriculum. It is designed, developed and delivered to ensure high-quality 

education to graduates and is taught by accomplished full-time and visiting faculty. The course consists of 

core subjects followed by elective subjects that reflect the student’s chosen area of specialization— 

Marketing; Finance; Organizational Leadership and Strategy (OLS); and Operations. Students are encouraged 

to chose an area of specialization that suitably matches their interests and skill sets. The specialization 

subjects include a field-based Industry Internship Program at the end of second semester and a Dissertation, 

at the end of the course. On successful completion of the 24-months course, a student is awarded the Master 

of Business Administration degree by Alliance University, Bengaluru.

Key Features

 A two-year, full-time course comprised of four semesters

 Contemporary, relevant and progressive curriculum

 Delivery by highly accomplished faculty and embellished by renowned industry practitioners

 Electives which begin in the first year of the course

 Continuous evaluation method using an honor point system in the calculation of Grade Point Averages 

(GPA)

 Placement facilitation in reputed companies and across key industry sectors

The learning methodology is primarily experiential in nature with a focus on the application of concepts. The 

methodology includes the following, based on the requirements of specific subjects:

 Interactive lectures

 Classroom projects and exercises

 Field projects and company visits

 Expert guest lectures

 Case study analysis

 Simulations, role plays and business games

 Study of contemporary articles from journals

 Video presentations

 Activity labs

12



Course Structure
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Marketing

Marketing as a discipline views the entire 

business process as consisting of a tightly-

integrated effort to discover, create, arouse 

and satisfy customer needs. That the 

discipline of Marketing evolves over time is a 

critical consideration while designing the 

marketing curriculum at Alliance Ascent 

College, Alliance University. The nature of 

consumers and solutions crafted in response 

by business firms, change both incrementally 

and radically over time. A comprehensive 

analysis of this ever-evolving marketing 

world and its incorporation into marketing 

learning is what ensures the up-to-date 

curriculum of the specialization. A curriculum 

in effect is limited until delivery. What truly 

enhances marketing learning at the Alliance 

Ascent College is a faculty that consists of 

top-notch academics and practitioners. A 

fine blend of experts drawn from every area 

of the marketing value chain ensures that the 

marketing subjects taught across semesters 

lead from one to another, seamlessly. The 

tools they use ensure conceptual and 

application-oriented learning. The result is a 

collaborative environment that fosters the 

building of marketing expertise. This in turn 

facilitates market readiness among students.

YEAR 1

SEMESTER I SEMESTER II

YEAR 2

SEMESTER III SEMESTER IV

 Principles of Management

 Economic Analysis for Business Decisions

 Business Statistics

 Managerial Communication

 Marketing Management

 Financial Reporting and Cost Control

 Organizational Behavior

 Human Resource Management

 Operations Management

 Macroeconomic Environment and Policy

 Research Methodology

 Managing Innovation and Technology

 Marketing of Services

 Management Science

 Corporate Finance

 Marketing Research Analysis

 Industry Internship Program

 International Business

 Entrepreneurship and New Venture 

Creation

 Business Ethics and Corporate Social 

Responsibility

 Integrated Marketing Communication

 Product and Brand Management

 Consumer Behavior and Social Media 

Usage

 Retail Management

 Sales and Channel Management

 Business Law

 Strategic Management

 Business Marketing

 Global Marketing

 Dissertation

* The subject titles and contents are subject to change based on the University directives.

** Specialization areas are offered subject to having a minimum enrollment.
Note:
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Finance

The Finance specialization at Alliance Ascent 

College, Alliance University is unique. It keeps 

pace with the evolving world of finance and 

brings into its curriculum the current 

developments and innovations while keeping 

the subjects contemporary and up-to-date. 

The  facu l ty i s  a  good  mix  of  co re 

academicians and industry experts who have 

come together to design and deliver 

knowledge that gives Finance graduates the 

distinct advantage of being market ready. 

This is accomplished through a periodical 

curriculum review based on the input of all 

the stakeholders, including industry experts, 

recruiters and students. After completing the 

specialization, graduates explore several 

options such as equity research, credit 

analysis, wealth management, investment 

banking and treasury management—as 

career paths. The academic exercise revolves 

around the commitment of the specialization 

to stimulate intellectual curiosity and provide 

an assurance of learning. Graduates not only 

enjoy the experience but will also appreciate 

the rigor that chisels their skill sets and 

prepares them to become global business 

leaders.

YEAR 1

SEMESTER I SEMESTER II

YEAR 2

SEMESTER III SEMESTER IV

 Principles of Management

 Economic Analysis for Business Decisions

 Business Statistics

 Managerial Communication

 Marketing Management

 Financial Reporting and Cost Control

 Organizational Behavior

 Human Resource Management

 Operations Management

 Macroeconomic Environment and Policy

 Research Methodology

 Managing Innovation and Technology

 Financial Statement Analysis and 

Performance Measurement

 Management Science

 Corporate Finance

 Modern Investments: Security Analysis 

and Portfolio Management

 Industry Internship Program

 International Business

 Entrepreneurship and New Venture 

Creation

 Business Ethics and Corporate Social 

Responsibility

 Financial Modeling and Econometrics

 Financial Derivatives and Risk 

Management

 Commercial Banking

 Forex, Treasury and Risk Management

 International Financial Management

 Business Law

 Strategic Management

 International Financial Reporting 

Standards

 Credit Lending and Appraisal Decisions

 Dissertation

* The subject titles and contents are subject to change based on the University directives.

** Specialization areas are offered subject to having a minimum enrollment.
Note:
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Organizational Leadership
and Strategy (OLS)

The Organizational Leadership and Strategy 

(OLS) specialization is one of the most sought 

after specializations at Alliance Ascent 

C o l l e g e ,  A l l i a n c e  U n i v e r s i t y .  T h e 

specialization offers a wide range of subjects, 

designed by a team of faculty experts that 

emphasize applied behavioral sciences and 

develop leadership competencies among 

graduates in the areas of organizational 

strategy, human resource management and 

organizational development. Graduates 

emerge as highly competent and ethical 

specialists, confident in their abilities to 

assume leadership positions effectively and 

successfully in the fields of organizational 

development, human resource management 

and employee engagement.

YEAR 1

SEMESTER I SEMESTER II

YEAR 2

SEMESTER III SEMESTER IV

 Principles of Management

 Economic Analysis for Business Decisions

 Business Statistics

 Managerial Communication

 Marketing Management

 Financial Reporting and Cost Control

 Organizational Behavior

 Human Resource Management

 Operations Management

 Macroeconomic Environment and Policy

 Research Methodology

 Managing Innovation and Technology

 Workforce Planning, Hiring and 

Psychometric Application

 Management Science

 Corporate Finance

 Training and Development

 Industry Internship Program

 International Business

 Entrepreneurship and New Venture 

Creation

 Business Ethics and Corporate Social 

Responsibility

 Performance Measurement and 

Competency Management

 Industrial Relations

 Compensation and Benefits Management

 Strategic Human Resource Management

 Business Law

 Strategic Management

 International Human Resource and Cross 

Cultural Management

 Organizational Leadership Development 

and Change Management

 Dissertation

* The subject titles and contents are subject to change based on the University directives.

** Specialization areas are offered subject to having a minimum enrollment.
Note:
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Operations

Today, businesses demand cost-competitive 

products and services along with high-quality 

performance. While demand is induced by 

the Marketing function, capital managed by 

Finance and human capital nurtured by the 

Organizational Leadership and Strategy 

function—the production and delivery of 

goods and services are engineered by the 

Operations function. Business graduates 

need to understand the interrelated 

processes of a  f i rm,  which connect 

operations with the other functional areas of 

a n  o r g a n i z a t i o n .  T h e  O p e r a t i o n s 

Management specialization at Alliance 

Ascent  Col lege ,  Al l iance Univers i ty 

emphasizes issues related to strategic 

decision making, design, planning and 

o p e r a t i o n a l  c o n t r o l  t o  a c h i e v e 

competitiveness. The specialization helps 

graduates to create a competitive advantage 

for their careers by developing a set of skills 

and tools relevant to the marketplace. 

Further, the Operations Management 

specialization strengthens subject-matter 

expertise among the graduates by offering 

subjects in advanced lean operations and 

business analytics areas, which have gained a 

special emphasis in global corporations 

today.

YEAR 1

SEMESTER I SEMESTER II

YEAR 2

SEMESTER III SEMESTER IV

 Principles of Management

 Economic Analysis for Business Decisions

 Business Statistics

 Managerial Communication

 Marketing Management

 Financial Reporting and Cost Control

 Organizational Behavior

 Human Resource Management

 Operations Management

 Macroeconomic Environment and Policy

 Research Methodology

 Operations Management

 Managing Innovation and Technology

 Logistics and Supply Chain Management

 Management Science

 Corporate Finance

 Lean Operations Management

 Industry Internship Program

 International Business

 Entrepreneurship and New Venture 

Creation

 Business Ethics and Corporate Social 

Responsibility

 Project Management

 Business Process Reengineering

 Total Quality Management

 Business Intelligence

 Business Law

 Strategic Management

 Operations Strategy

 Business Analytics

 Software Engineering and Project 

Management

 Dissertation

* The subject titles and contents are subject to change based on the University directives.

** Specialization areas are offered subject to having a minimum enrollment.
Note:
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INDUSTRY 

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

& DISSERTATION

Dissertation
Dissertation is an important value addition to the MBA course. The writing of the dissertation simultaneously 

checks the ability of students to prepare a comprehensive and in-depth report. The dissertation is a research-

based capstone subject, which is intended to further stimulate intellectual curiosity and hone the analytical 

skills of students as well as inculcate in them the rigor and discipline required to tackle and solve complex 

problems in industry. It is deliberately timed towards the end of the MBA course as the student is meant to 

draw on inputs received in all disciplines while writing the dissertation. 

Students enrolled in the MBA degree course intern at reputed companies and across key industry sectors to 

gain direct experience through a field-based assignment. The Industry Internship Program offers academic 

and professional value addition to a student’s learning experience. These include:

  The application of classroom learning to a company-based study: observational, field-based or as per the 

requirements of the business organization

 The development and enhancement of professional skills and personal traits

 An increased self-awarness of career options and an identification of the areas of professional 

specialization in industry

 A structured experience of the complexities of the market place and an appreciation of professionalism 

and work-related responsibilities—particularly for student-interns with no prior work experience in a 

related field

 An early exposure to job roles and functional divisions within a business

Industry Internship Program
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OFFICE OF
RECRUITMENT,
CAREERS AND
ADMISSIONS

(ORCA)

Alumni 
Relations

Placements

Admissions

Student 
Relations

Center for 
Industry 

Interaction
(CII)

Office of Recruitment, Careers and Admissions (ORCA)

Is a thoughtful amalgamation of the Offices of Admissions and Placements.

ORCA is inspired by the characteristics of one of the most social and highly intelligent species on earth; the 

largest member of the dolphin family, commonly known as the Killer Whale. Borrowing the characteristics of 

this highly sophisticated species, ORCA would focus on communication, networking, thoughtful strategies 

and implement the same effectively. It is mandated with the responsibility of providing quality campus 

recruitment, career guidance and counselling to the students carefully chosen, to pursue various programs of 

the University.

Students’ experience, while at the University, is one of the key factors determining the level of satisfaction 

which in turn contributes to the desired outcome. Alliance University, in its continued efforts to provide 

students with the unparalleled experience, ensures that students get connected with admissions, academics 

and placements.

1998 170+ 31% 18% 10% 80%
opportunities recruiters new recruiters visited multiple

times
fortune 500
companies

students placed

Placement Activities at a Glance 2018

Apart from internships and placements, the University also facilitates the following activities for the university 

graduates:

• Guest Lectures

• Seminars

• Workshops

• In-plant training

• Corporate Events

• Industry Exposure Visits

• Certificate programs

• Live projects
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Analytics Quotient                                                                                
Aon Specialist 

Services Pvt Ltd                                                      

10i  

91 Streets 

Media Technologies

PharmEasy A.O. Smith India 
Water Products Pvt. Ltd.                            

Aditya Trading Solutions                                                    AIG  
Allstate Solutions 

Private Limited                                           

Altisource Amazon                 

TMand you’re done.

American Express                                                                             

Apollo Munich Health 
Insurance Company Limited   

Armstrong World 
Industries India Pvt. Ltd                                         

Asian Paints Limited                                                                                  
Aster CMI Hospital 

Axis Bank                                                                                                  

Askme.com                                                                                                                 

Attra                                                      Azuga Telematics                                                               Bajaj Electricals Limited                                                                         Bata India Ltd                                                                                                 

Batlivala & Karani 
Securities India Pvt. Ltd                    Berger Paints India Limited                                                             Bharti Airtel                                                                                           
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Bosch          Brigade Business Octane

Capgemini Capital First Limited                                                            Careers360                                                                                          CBRE    Chai Point                         
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Recruiting Partners at

Alliance Ascent College (Partial List)
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Infiniti Research                                               

Deloitte 

Financial Advisory

Services India Pvt. Ltd.

Deloitte 

Global Knowledge 

Services Deloitte Tax Services 
India Private Limited                      

Dhruthi Infra 

Projects Ltd. DSV Air & Sea Pvt Ltd

Edelweiss 

Housing Finance Limited EMIDS Technologies Ernst & Young                          

ETHNUS 
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Services

EuroMonitor
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EZEOne 
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Featherlite Fedex           Feedback Consulting

Field Fresh Foods Finance Buddha
Finitiatives 
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Firstsource Solutions Ltd Formac Software Services FourClover

FOURCLOVER

Futures First Info 
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Grofers India Pvt. Ltd.
Harit Dharaa 
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Home First Finance Company Honeywell 
HSBC Global 

Service Delivery             HT Media
HyperCity Retail 

(India) Ltd.

I Broad 7 
Communication IBM     ICICI Bank                                                          

ICICI Prudential 
Life Insurance ICICI Securities                                                      

ii5 Technologies 

Pvt. Ltd.

India Infoline Ltd                                                                
Indiabulls Housing 

Finance Ltd IndusInd Bank Limited                                                  

InfraHousing Intellipaat Software ITC Hotels                                                                           ITC Infotech                                                                   ITC Ltd                                                                                 

Jaro Education                                                    Justdial                                                    

Kenscio 

Digital Marketing 

Pvt. Ltd.
KIARO Kotak Mahindra Bank                                        

KPMG Kuehne+Nagel L&T Financial Services L&T Technology Services

Laxmi Steel 

Overseas

LeadSquared Inc LetsService
Liberty Videocon 
General Insurance

Madura Fashion & 
Lifestyle - Retail Division
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World Alumni 

Network 

Yardstick Educational 

Initiatives

Magicbricks.com      
Magnasoft 

Consulting India                               

New Rubric Solutions

SenSight Technologies 

Private Limited
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Alumni Speak

Before enrolling into Ascent I researched many B-Schools in Bengaluru and was glad to know that Alliance 

Ascent was one among the top 10 schools for management studies in Bengaluru, and then came the first day 

of my MBA journey, I entered the class very nervously, soon did I realize the faculty were very friendly, 

knowledgeable and most importantly approachable. 

Looking onto the academic front, the school has regular assessments which help students to understand the 

subject better and the teachers provide feedback on the areas of improvement and are a constant source of 

motivation. There extensive employment of Powerpoint Presentations, case studies and handouts in each 

subject enabled me to enhance my communication skill, analytical abilities and confidence level to great 

extent. 

I was not very strong in some subjects of MBA and some I had never done before, but this did not matter 

because the teachers helped me a lot and when the results came out I got an A in most of the subjects. 

I must also mention about the placement cell at college- The CAN office as its known, which manages to get 

many well renowned companies and always strives hard to place students in the best possible companies. 

Thanks to Alliance Ascent I got placed through campus and was able to kick start my career as a financial risk 

analyst with a brand as- Oracle.

I am ever thankful to my parents, teachers and all the staff at Ascent for having helped me develop into a 

better person. I am extremely grateful for the guidance and support I received. 

No doubt the years I spent at Alliance Ascent College were the most memorable years of my entire academic 

life. 

“The best years of my entire academic life, doing an MBA from Alliance Ascent College”

Rajani Ramesh

Financial Risk Analyst, Oracle
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Alliance provides students a mix of both academic theory and practical business experience. Alliance 

is also one of the best colleges in terms of academics and cross-cultural bonding. Gifted with the best 

faculty members, each professor’s genuine compassion for the student’s progression allows one to 

excel in their career and become a name rather than a number. More than being a faculty, they have 

extended their hand towards helping connect emotionally with the students by supporting them in 

their endeavors. I consider joining Alliance to be one of the best decisions I ever made in my life. Am 

proud to be an Alliancian!!!

Gowravi S. M. 
HR. Executive - Attra Infotech

Alliance Ascent College, Alliance University not only prepared me academically for a rewarding career 

in management but also developed in me a holistic personality. Today, as a proud alumna of this great 

University, and a successful marketing professional working for a leading advisory brand, I reflect with 

gratitude on the strong future that my University has helped to establish for me. I wish to, through this 

testimonial, look back to where I started my journey and to thank all those who made it possible - 

faculty, parents, peers and Alliance University. 

Jayendra Katti
Advisor Marketing - Four Clover Realty

Alliance University has been a great contributor towards the development of my personality over the 

past few years. Participation in Inter and Intra University activities I have established my leadership, 

time management and team skills and advanced them to another level. The professors make the 

University what it is today, ever ready to help; their attitude of not only providing classroom teaching 

but providing the students with case studies and something to take back as learning, if recognized is a 

treasure for life!

Chesang Lama
Tax Consultant - Deloitte India 
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I am glad to have been a part of Alliance University and fortunate to have got a chance to be a part of 

various student bodies here. The fact that one could meet so many people from various fields while 

being a part of these bodies during the course of my two years here was amazing. The interactions 

with leading corporates who visit the campus regularly for various guest lectures and seminars 

provided were inspirational and real-time information. Thank you Alliance. 

Anamika Lourembam
Sales and Marketing Ambassador - Magnasoft

Becoming a professional from a student is tough - the path was made easier to me by “Alliance Ascent 

College, Alliance University”. The college always strives to mould its students to succeed in life with 

zeal and vigour. We have always been trained to excel at whatever we indulge in. Alliance University 

has really great and experienced faculties. I have always received valuable support from them - be it in 

my social life, sports, education or professional life. I am really proud to be a product of Alliance 

University that creates world-class professionals. 

Naveen Khatana
Business Associate - Tech Mahindra

The classroom learning experience at the Alliance Ascent College, Alliance University has been truly 

inspirational for me. The profound peer group interactions with my colleagues offered me an 

opportunity gain cross-industry learning, and even helped me to establish an extensive professional 

network. A carefully crafted curriculum that included live case studies, business simulations and 

projects, was delivered by the highly accomplished faculty at the School-who propelled me to excel in 

the study course. 

Ankita Gogoi
Sales Manager - KPMG
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Academic & Support Services
Infrastructure: Alliance Ascent College’s infrastructure ensures a healthy and lively life for its key constituents 

and provides an ideal environment for their intellectual growth. The facilities include a library, conference 

halls, cafeteria, health clinic and an excellent information technology infrastructure. 

Library: Alliance Ascent College reference and lending library is well-stocked with a vast collection of books, 

reports, journals and periodicals. The library also provides access to the best of business and management-

related digital resources through its subscription to various databases consisting of scholarly and industry-

relevant content. Students utilize these services for their classroom-related work and for further research into 

their areas of interest. 

Information Technology Infrastructure: Alliance Ascent College has implemented an information technology 

network with the latest technology. High-speed servers-running on a variety of platforms to suit all kinds of 

requirements, support the entire network. The computer labs with broadband connectivity enable students 

to seamlessly complete their academic work as well as pursue research. Students can make the most of the 

Wi-Fi connectivity, which facilitates easy access to the Internet anywhere on the campus. 

Classrooms: Spacious and air-conditioned lecture classrooms and conference halls are equipped with the 

latest audio-visual facilities for an enhanced learning experience. Conference halls that accommodate large 

groups at a time are used often for seminars and group meetings. 

Cafeteria: The cafeteria is a pleasant getaway from the hectic classroom sessions. 

Hostel Facilities: Alliance Ascent College provides separate hostel facilities for men and women, which are 

adjacent to the educational campus. The hostels are managed by the College Administration. These hostels 

offer modern amenities and are neat and well-maintained. 

Healthcare: Alliance Ascent College has an in-house health clinic exclusively for its students, staff and the 

faculty, and it remains open throughout the week. The College also has tie-ups with the top hospitals in 

Bengaluru—ensuring proper medical care and attention to all members of the College. 
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Student Community

Student Community

When you surround yourself with a talented group of diverse peers, you will be amazed by what you can 

accomplish. Alliance Ascent College’s community is distinctively collaborative, engaged and connected while 

its cohort system, learning teams and student activities help you create your own close networks and 

friendships within the larger group of peers. At Alliance Ascent College, you will find students who share your 

interests and those who introduce you to new ones. Follow your passion, extend your experience and 

transform yourself in the process. 

Campus Experience

Although the pace of the MBA course is hectic and students have a schedule that is filled with classes, group 

work and personal study time, life does not come to a halt when study is done for the day. Alliance Ascent 

College follows a ‘work hard, play hard’ ethic and students engage in a wide variety of extra-curricular and 

social activities. 

Life on campus is rich and varied. You could join one of the several career-oriented clubs and network in a 

sector or industry in which you plan to purse your career. If you have a talent for sports, you can represent 

Alliance Ascent College in inter-collegiate matches. If you like events, then organizing of meets could be your 

forte, or perhaps you could exhibit your stage talents at annual festivals. 

Students also pursue social and leisure activities off-campus. Student groups organize get-togethers and 

group outing in addition to industrial visits. At Alliance Ascent College you will not only live the life of a student 

but also explore your hidden gift. 

However you may decide to spend your time, you will most likely look back at your stint at Alliance Ascent 

College as the best time of your life!
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Athletics and Fitness
Alliance Ascent College believes in the overall development of students and pays equal importance to physical fitness, as 
it does to intellectual growth. Students are actively encouraged to compete in annual sports events and competitions. 

Arts and Culture
Alliance Ascent College has a rich tradition of fostering creativity and the arts. Various clubs enable you to combine fun 
with innovation. The cultural activities not only help you imbibe leadership skills, but also inculcate a sense of team spirit 
and organizational abilities. The diverse background of students inspires ingenuity and encourages their association with 
a variety of cohorts. 

Leadership and Teamwork
In today’s world, leadership and teamwork are more important than ever. Teamwork is an integral part of the Alliance 
Ascent College experience. At the College, we are serious about working together to achieve common goals. In fact, our 
team-based course structure makes it difficult to succeed if you are in it only for yourself. 

Managerial activities involving fests and other events beyond the classroom are greatly encouraged at the Alliance 
Ascent College. Learning about leadership and teamwork is not something that is restricted to the classroom. You might 
be surprised to find that your greatest lessons are learnt while pitching for an idea in front of investors, battling it out for 
the best manager award, helping raise funds for a social cause or, alternatively, while at a class trekking activity. 

Community Work

Alliance Ascent College supports social responsibility both from the inside and outside of the classroom. Being a part of 
Alliance Ascent College community means engaging students in more ways than just academics. It is really about going 
above and beyond, and trying new things. Alliance Ascent College has many unique opportunities for students to 
participate in community work. Being a part of the College community means taking advantage of that work. The 
community projects are designed to have a positive social impact. Recent activities undertaken by students include fund-
raising for donation to a not-for-profit entity and providing food and clothing to the needy living below the poverty line. 
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Passions, Environment and Skills
Explore your passions: what really exemplifies Alliance Ascent College is that you will be 

able to combine all of your interests and passions in one experience. Alliance Ascent 

College allows you to discover what you are passionate about, work on all of them at once 

and move ahead with what you want to do with your career and life. Explore your 

environment, if you just stay in one place and you just do one thing, then you end up living in 

a bubble. Coming to Alliance Ascent College and meeting peers with different experiences, cultures and background 

is like bursting that bubble. It opens your eyes to reality. And looking to the future, this is going to be extremely valuable. 

Explore your skills, business is not just about being a business unit that generates profit. It is a way of interacting with all 

stakeholders. The exposure at Alliance Ascent College will help you groom your skills and take your aspirations to the 

next level. 

Bengaluru - IT Hub and Garden City
Bengaluru, the capital of the state of Karnataka, is situated in the southern part of India and is spread over the Deccan 

Plateau. Home to well over nine millions inhabitants, and a base for 10,000 industries. Bengaluru is India’s fifth largest 

city. Aircraft manufacturing and biotechnology have taken giant strides here. Given its booming IT industry, it is now 

known as the ‘Silicon Valley’ of India. It is also called India’s Science city, Bengaluru is one of the fastest growing cities in 

Asia. The city is also called variously as “The Garden City of India”, and the “Fashion Capital of India” - attesting to its rich 

and diverse background. The city is famed for its pleasant climate. 

The Change You Want to See
As they say, “the only thing is constant is change”. The rate at which everything around us is changing-be it technology, 

the way we communicate or the way business is done - makes one think as to how to adapt to this change. The answer is 

simple-change with the changing times! The atmosphere at Alliance Ascent College is one that constantly challenges 

you. Students move ahead by tackling these challenges and transforming themselves in the process. They can impact the 

outside world only by changing themselves for the better. This attitude propels them to become flexible and strong. 
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Alliance Ascent
College Admissions

Master of Business 
Administration (MBA)

Eligibility

 Bachelor’s degree with a minimum of 50% marks 

(45% marks for SC/ST candidates) in aggregate 

from a recognized University. 

 A high score in GMAT / CAT / XAT / MAT / ATMA / 

CMAT / AMAT

Duration

 Full-time; Two years

Degree Awarded by

Alliance University

Selection Process

 Alliance Management Aptitude Test (AMAT)

 Oral Extempore Presentation

 Personal Interview
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Becoming a student at 

Alliance Ascent College

Applicants are encouraged to apply 

online at www.aac.alliance.edu.in

The application form and prospectus for 

the MBA course are also available at the 

Office of Recruitment, Careers and 

Admissions (ORCA) on payment of Rs. 

1000/- (Rs. 2000/- for NRI / SAARC 

applicants and US$ 50 for other Foreign 

National applicants) by a demand draft 

in favour of “Alliance University” 

payable at Bengaluru.

Note:

Admission to MBA course at Alliance 

Ascent College, Alliance University is 

strictly based on merit. 

How to Apply:
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Terms & Conditions
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